Measurement of the net polarization charge of two KH, PO4 crystals as a function of temperature, applied electric field, and hydrostatic pressure indicates the existence of a tricritical point in the (2.3+0.3)-kbar pressure range. This result is based upon static measurements of the polarization response to applied dc field in a 0.5-Kneighborhood of the ferroelectric transition at pressures of 0, 1, 2, 2.4, and 3 kbar. Unlike 'HeHe mixtures and some metamagnets, for KH2PO4 the field which gives rise to the "wing" structure of the tricritical point is experimentally available. 
L INTRODUCTION
A tricritical point was defined by Griffiths' as a point where three lines of critical points meet in a space of thermodynamic fields. For 'He-'He mixtures, the magnetic transition in FeCi, and the structural transition in NH, Cl, one of the critical lines borders a first-order coexistence surface in a plane formed by two experimentally realizable fields. The other two critical lines border firstorder surfaces which appear as symmetric "wings" to the first plane, but the ordering field necessary to examine the wing structur e is not experimentally available. For example, in the antiferromagnetic case a staggered magnetic field with opposite direction on each sublattice would have to be applied. '
In the experimentally accessible zero-orderingfield plane .the tricritical point is identified as the point where a first-order coexistence line (actually a line of triple points) changes to a secondorder line. This latter possibility was discussed much earlier by Landau' who, argued that a secondorder coexistence line separating two phases of different symmetry can not end in a point. Rather, he proposed that a second-order phase boundary could terminate by changing continuously into a first-order line. Landau's phenomenological description is based upon the expansion of the free energy as a Taylor polynomial in the order parameter. In the case most often discussed the free energy has the form P = pA, (7'-T,) P2+ gBP'+~CP'+~~DP '+~~~, (l) where T is the temperature and P is the order parameter. If the actual transition temperature T"sowe compare the above measurementS of dT,/dp with our findings for dT, /dp in Table II . The value of dT, /dp =4. p-T-E space in which we made measurements. To determine which of our data points fall in the critica,l region and which in the tricritical region we examine the behavior of the critical exponents mhich can be derived from our data, .
The exponents P, y, and~are a.ssociated with dielectric properties. However, we cannot determine P from our macroscopic dielectric measurements because it depends on the value of P in the stable phase near first-order transition surfaces in p-T-E space, and near such surfaces our results correspond to an average of P over the crystal, part of which is in the stable pha, se and pa, rt in metastable phases, as discussed in Sec. IV.
We now examine predictions of Landau theory for the critical exponents y and & based on expansion of the free energy E in terms of the order parameter, P -P"We truncat. e E in Eq. (1) s'E/s P' = 8(B+ 1OCP'), (9) and note that the conditions that the susceptibility be infinite at critical points and positive everywhere require that at critical points Es/ P's= s'E/ SP'=0 and &'E/SP'~0 . These conditions give a central critical point at E"=P"=A"=O if B &0, and give wing critical points at E"= 8CP'"/3, P" A .Taylor expansion of the free energy about a critical point using Eqs. (9) yields F =P. , + [(A -A")P"+E, "](P-P") + , '(A -A")(P-P-")' +~( B +10CP")(P -P")
+ CP"(P -P")'+~C(P P")'-E -E"= -2B(P -P")' + (-15BC/2)'~'(P -P")'
as obtained by substituting P"=+ (-3B/10C)' ' into E = sF/S(P P"), usin-g Eq. (10 The exponent y is defined by X =(s'E/sP') '=(A+3BP'+5CP') '~e ", (11) where e = (T -T")/T". 
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